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Abstract

Sentiment analysis has emerged as a powerful method to extract polarization of opin-

ion from text. A vast number of prominent sentiment analysis methods can be categorized

into rule-based method, lexicon-based method, machine learning method, and deep learning,

and ontology-based method. An increasing interest toward sentiment analysis is motivated,

among others, by some successful use cases of sentiment analysis in several domains and

availability of enormous data as the result of big data explosion in the past ten years. The

objective of this study is to identify some latest study reports that represent various trends of

sentiment analysis. We implemented sentiment analysis for Arabic tweets, we applied SVM

and Naive Bayes algorithms.

1 Introduction

We studied Natural Language Processing (NLP) to gain a better grasp of the possible applica-

tions of this technology in the communications and media industries. NLP refers to the process

of converting text or audio voice into encoded, structured data [1]. This allows computers to

analyse, interpret, and extract meaning from documents or sounds, both syntactically and se-

mantically. As we’ll see below, NLP technologies make it possible to analyse unstructured text

at a scale and pace that would normally need a lot of human effort. NLP comes as a top level of

Artificial Intelligence, devoted to make computers understand the statements or words written

in human languages. Natural language processing came into existence to ease the user’s work

and to satisfy the wish to communicate with the computer in natural language. Since all the

users may not be well-versed in machine specific language, NLP caters those users who do not

have enough time to learn new languages or get perfection in it.

Natural Language Processing’s purpose is to accommodate one or more algorithm or system

specialties. The NLP metric evaluates an algorithmic system that allows for the integration of
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language comprehension and creation. It’s even used to identify multilingual events. By em-

ploying distinct pipelines for various languages, a unique modular method for cross-lingual

event extraction for English, Dutch, and Italian texts is suggested. A modular suite of leading

multilingual Natural Language Processing (NLP) technologies is included in the system. Fig-

ure 1 shows a general structure of a typical NLP system. Modules for fundamental NLP process-

ing, as well as more sophisticated tasks like cross-lingual named entity linkage, semantic role

labelling, and temporal normalisation, are all included in the pipeline. As a result, the cross-

lingual framework enables the interpretation of events, participants, locations, and time, as well

as their interrelationships [2, 3].

Figure 1: General structure of a typical NLP system

Since more and more texts are becoming available, the most promising approaches in natural

language processing (NLP) are those connected to statistical data analysis. It is now feasible to

not only describe but also define the relative frequency of language phenomena in a language [4].

This option is critical for NLP. Almost all layers of language are structured in the following way:

there are a decent number of rules and regularities, as well as a huge number of exceptions to

these norms. When building a computational model of language, those exceptions are frequently

too numerous, necessitating an unique manual declaration for each one. Exceptions like these

are tough to incorporate into text analysis software[5]. Statistical analysis, on the other hand, can

help determine the frequency of exceptions and, as a result, if certain descriptions can be omitted

without causing considerable quality loss. Furthermore, observing a large number of extreme

occurrences can aid in the development of an alternate system [6, 7].

NLP has lately matured to the point that it is becoming more and more industrially viable.

Machine Translation (MT), Speech Recognition, and Text Extraction are all areas of research that

are already being used commercially. NLP is no longer just a research project with a few simple

examples. It now works with real humans talking to machines on the phone, scanned newspa-

per articles, and machine-corrected manuals. RE is more than a straightforward translation of

NL material [8, 9]. A typical Internet Explorer tool is a collection of sub-modules that, at each

step, provide structure while often discarding information that is hopefully unnecessary, by ap-

plying rules that are collected manually or automatically. Information extraction is the process of

scanning text for relevant information, such as entities and relations. It necessitates more study

than keyword searches, but its goals fall short of the extremely difficult and long-term task of
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text interpretation, in which we attempt to capture all of the information in a text, as well as the

speakers’ or writers’ purpose.

2 Background

Syntax means ways that words can fit together to form higher-level units such as phrases, clauses,

and sentences [10, 11, 12]. As a result, syntactically driven parsing refers to the construction

of bigger groupings of words from the interpretation of their syntactic constituent words or

phrases. In some ways, this is the polar opposite of pattern matching because the input is inter-

preted as a whole [13, 14]. Syntactic analyses are achieved by the use of a grammar that decides

whether sentences are legal in the parsed language. The terminal sign is the language’s funda-

mental building block. The ”dictionary of words” recognised by the system is made up of the set

of terminal symbols. Higher-level language phrases that describe concepts and links in the lan-

guage’s syntax are known as non-terminal symbols. Sentence, noun phrase, verb phrase, noun,

and verb are examples of non-terminal symbols.

Dialects in any language pose a difficulty for Natural Language Processing (NLP) in general

because they introduce a new set of variation dimensions from a recognised standard. The sub-

ject is particularly interesting and difficult in Arabic and its several dialects, where deviations

from the standard may warrant classification as a distinct language according to some linguistic

theories. If Standard Arabic were a living language, the problem would be less severe, but it

isn’t. Because dialectal usage is so widespread, any realistic and practical solution to processing

Arabic must account for it [15, 16].

3 Methodology

In sentiment analysis, there is little purchase from modelling higher order n-grams. Discrimi-

native methods such as Logistic Regression and SVMs tend to outperform Naive Bayes, which

can be thought of as a classifier based on a unigram language model. Therefore, even if there is

potential benefit in training a classifier with a linear interpolated n-gram model for the positive

and negative classes, it might be hard to beat the bag of words encoding with an SVM.

One way to offset this is to use the output of the language model classifier as additional

features to an SVM. Additionally there might be benefit to running a Part of Speech (PoS) tag-

ger/parser on the text and deriving features from those for the document. Since PoS and parse

symbols are relatively small in number, it should be possible to model higher order n-grams as

features effectively. It is conceivable that well written text contains characteristic counts of cer-

tain 4-gram PoS sequences, while badly written text contains higher counts of other 4-gram PoS

sequences. We decided to use the second approach and model PoS and Chunks tags as n-gram

features. These were generated using the Stanford Parser. There could be features modelling
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the intuition that if a word is not present in a dictionary, but is close to a dictionary word, it is

likely to be a spelling mistake and thus a negative feature. We could not use this feature on our

data set because the translated dataset did not have any spelling mistakes. We thought of simple

surrogate measures like sentence length and average word length and tested their performance

as well. The set of features comprises of Words, PoS, Chunks, word length, and sentence length

was analyzed and the normalization of these features has been tested. We also tried different

values of the regularization parameter ′
C
′ for the SVMs.

4 Experimental Results

For speedy experiments, we maintained a fixed train and test set for exploring the effect of dif-

ferent features. This gave us 400 train examples and 150 test examples. We also report three fold

cross validation accuracies for our “bag of words” baseline and our best feature set that uses Part

of Speech and Chunk information. We used the Support Vector Machine (SVM) in two modes:

classification and ordinal regression. In the latter, the SVM merely seeks to maximize margin be-

tween pairs of examples where one is better than the other. For the rank SVM we give each pair

of such sentences as an instance. We report both these results below. Unless explicitly stated oth-

erwise, the results correspond to the regularization parameter C set to 1, and the feature vector

being normalized.

5 Results

The results of our implementation have been given in 1

Table 1: Performance Evaluation of Sentiment Analysis for Test Set

Classifiers
Unigram Bigram

F1-Score Accurecy F1-Score Accurecy

SVM-Linear 0.932 93.60% 0.91 91.40%

MultinomialNB 0.9 90.98% 0.866 88.08%

SGD 0.916 91.92% 0.877 88.08%

MLP 0.936 93.98% 0.908 91.21%

RF 0.91 91.82% 0.84 82.38%

Voting Classifier 0.932 93.55% 0.906 90.98%

KNN 0.904 90.70% 0.86 85.37%

SVM-Gamma 0.922 92.52% 0.891 89.67%

AdaBoost 0.882 88.83% 0.774 72.66%

PA 0.931 93.50% 0.9054 90.98%
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Clearly we find that the SVM classifier consistently does better than the Rank SVM [17]. This

is interesting because it implies that not only is there enough information in our features to

distinguish between the quality of similar sentences, but also that we can rank totally different

sentences with no common vocabulary based on their quality of writing. We generally find

that similar features are helpful in both the SVM Classifier and the Rank SVM. We find that

the classifier gets a respectable 71% using bag of words features alone. Due to our aggressive

filtering of similar sentences, the only words that sentences could have in common with each

other were stopwords, and therefore the stopword unigram features alone could possibly lead

to any gains! Thus, this performance is rather interesting, since it implies that the extent of usage

of stopwords in a sentences is a strong indicator of the quality of a sentence, since it manages to

do much better than the random guess baseline of 50%.

We also found that there was no benefit in changing the regularization parameter, C from

the default value of 1. We could derive a lot of value from features derived from PoS tags, as

our results show. In sharp contrast to topical text classification, PoS unigrams alone gave us a

comparable performance to that of bag of words. Using PoS related features in addition to word

unigram features only enhanced our accuracy in both the classify and the rank SVM. Our optimal

feature set with the classifier had word unigram, PoS unigram, bigram and trigram features.

6 Conclusion

In general, high performance sentiment analysis model to extract sentiment polarity from Ara-

bic is very crucial to understand and monitor public concern or opinion toward an issue that

widespread through social media. Learning from previous studies, this research explored sev-

eral trends of alternative solutions for classifying sentiment polarity from Arabic. It appears that

there have been many many sentiment analysis methods have been proposed in the last five

years which can be used as the baseline.

*The author of this work declares that he has no conflicts of interest.
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